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Be deal-ready, every time. Let AI take
the strain of structuring your index
and identifying relevant categories for
deal documents. Save countless hours
preparing documents with integrated
redaction. Get to due diligence in a
single click. Datasite Prepare combines
first-class technology with commercial
agility in a single app.

One place to speed deal
preparation and due diligence
Evolve your deal preparation and due diligence process with Datasite’s powerful AI capabilities. Automate manual tasks like
categorizing files and building an index so your team can focus on the activities that make a difference to the deal.

Smart categories
Automatically categorize hundreds or
thousands of documents in your data room in
minutes. The powerful AI in Datasite has learnt
from over 3 million M&A-related documents
and has a vocabulary of over 400,000 industry
specific words.

AI indexing
Document preview
Get a quick view of a file. And see if it’s the right
document in the right place. Hover over any
document in the file room to see the first page
of the document in a preview window.

Save time figuring out where deal documents
belong in the index. AI indexing suggests the
correct place to put the file, even if it’s nested
three layers down.

Get to due diligence faster
Improve collaboration and communication with clients, advisors and your deal team. Speed up tasks like redacting and
unredacting documents. Complete all deal preparation activities in one place.

Centralized
task tracking
Let all teams work from a single source
of truth. Turn your due diligence checklist
into an active tracker that syncs to your
sandbox. Link tasks to the relevant folders.
Store updates centrally. Monitor your data
room’s upload progress at a glance. Now you
can manage all deal preparation and due
diligence tasks in one place.

One click to due diligence
Complete all your deal preparation tasks. Then
start due diligence with a single click. It’s that
easy. It’s that fast.

Embedded redaction
Deal preparedness is incomplete without GDPR
compliance, removal of sensitive information and PII
security considerations. Redaction has you covered.
Un/Mark texts or areas with a powerful OCR engine.
Get to due diligence faster.

Give your clients a better experience
Provide your clients a single, easy-to-use data room. Collaborate with your team on all deal preparation activities.
Give clients the tools to easily send files directly into the project room.

Project inbox
Save your clients time by enabling them to email
files directly into the project. Improve your team’s
efficiency by providing one place to see and
organize all client files.

More effective collaboration
Have one secure location where you and your client can
collaborate on developing key deal artifacts, such as
the CIM and Teaser. Work with your client in the Datasite
Prepare document repository to ensure you have all the
deal documents needed to start due diligence.
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